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In 1999 I convened Industrial Relations, the annual ADSA Conference hosted by 
QUT in Brisbane. This event was promoted as ‘a conference exploring the links 
between theatre scholarship and professional theatre practice’. As well as 
academics, there was to be substantial representation by ‘industry professionals’, 
although interest from the latter category turned out to be modest. One day of the 
conference was designated a special ‘Links with Industry’ day, during which the 
Association launched its now defunct ADSAIL (ADSA Industry Links) initiative. 
Keynote speaker Wesley Enoch commented on ‘the very strong resistance in 
“the industry” to acknowledging any role of academics’. ‘What is the practical role 
of having them?’ he asked the ‘them’ gathered before him. In a letter declining 
our invitation to speak (he later changed his mind), David Williamson remarked 
that he always felt ‘uneasy at such conferences’: 
My view of my work is that I’ve successfully filled theatres for 30 years now, 
something dramatists are supposed to do. I suppose there’s part of me that 
hopes this will be celebrated. It often is, but rarely in academic drama 
departments …. Perhaps in fifty years time someone in academe will realise 
that I wasn’t just reinforcing the attitudes of the Anglo Celtic ruling class. 
 
Several years on it seems timely to revisit Industrial Relations; to look again at 
the extent to which problems of intercultural communication between industry 
and academy are being addressed. And what are the implications of this for the 
ADSA History project, which seeks to investigate ADSA’s contribution to the 
development of theatre / performance studies in Australasia? What are the 
‘external’ impacts of ADSA’s ongoing conference enterprise, and how might 
these be measured? Reflections from delegates on these and other questions 
will be warmly encouraged. 
 
 
I worked with Freewheels TIE Co in 1986 / 87 – one of the shows we did was 
called Don’t Tell Anyone, written by Brian Joyce, which we performed at the UNI 
of NX conference in 1987. I really had no idea about ADSA at that stage – what it 
was, or who these people were. 
 
I do remember hearing about a controversial ADSA conference that happened 
one year – stories of various altercations by various tired and emotional 
academics – was it Bill Blaikie’s conference at Charles Sturt in Bathurst in 1990? 
I wouldn’t be surprised - he’s a troublemaker that Bill Blaikie. 
 
Then as a very raw postgrad I attended the Wollongong conference in 1992, 
convened by Maurie Scott. Under academic advisement I didn’t give a paper – 
just tagged along with people like Dave Watt and Mark Gauntlett to see how it all 
worked. I must say this can be a good strategy for nervous recruits – to be seen 
and not heard. 
 
Then I popped my cherry at Bill Dunstone’s conference at Uni WA in 1993. I gave 
a very earnest paper on Louis Nowra’s Inside the Island to about 10 people. It all 
felt very anti-climactic until I walked back to the student res where we were 
staying and bumped into Helen Gilbert on the way. She’d been one of the 10 
people - she came up to me, grabbed my arm and told me how much she’d 
enjoyed my paper. It was a topic she was interested in, and in fact she’d also 
written a paper which coincided with much of my thinking. 
 
Praise can be such a dangerous thing for the young ego. 
 
I look back on that moment now and wonder how much it set my course for at 
least the next several years of my life. If I were on Oprah, I’d say Helen’s reaction 
made me feel ‘affirmed’ and ‘validated’. In any case, a more refined version of 
that paper ended up as a chapter in a book called (Post) Colonial Stages 
published by Dangaroo Press in 1999, edited by … Helen Gilbert. 
 
1999 was also the year that I convened the annual ADSA conference. It was 
hosted by QUT in Brisbane, and called Industrial Relations, as I’ll discuss in more 
detail shortly. 
 
First though, I wanted to remind us of a couple of things about ADSA’s origins. 
The Association was formed in 1977 at the instigation of the late Dr Philip 
Parsons, senior lecturer in drama at the University of New South Wales. As our 
website shows, ‘ADSA is an organisation which represents members of staff and 
post-graduate students of Australasian tertiary institutions who are engaged in 
teaching and/or research in drama studies.  Directors of associated theatres and 
members of the theatrical profession are also active members.’ 
 
And this relationship between teaching and scholarship on the one hand, and 
applied theatre practice on the other, has always been central to ADSA’s mission 
and identity. As the ‘About ADSA’ section on our website declares: ‘ADSA 
represents theoretical researchers and theatre practitioners in drama, theatre 
and performance studies.’ Indeed, the annual Philip Parsons Prize for 
Performance as Research was instigated to commemorate Philip’s life-long 
interest in making connections between theatre scholarship and the professional 
stage. 
 
It strikes me, incidentally, that a phrase like ‘the professional stage’ has a certain 
quaintness about it now, signalling something of the times in which I think that 
copy was written. Nevertheless, this connection between theatre scholarship and 
the professional stage was also at the heart of our conference in 1999. 
Industrial Relations was promoted as ‘a conference exploring the links between 
theatre scholarship and professional theatre practice’. As our conference blurb 
said: 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS celebrates the diversity of contemporary 
professional theatre practice, as well as the connections between tertiary 
drama studies and the theatre industry …. In this conference, drama and 
theatre studies specialists will explore questions of vital importance to 
contemporary theatre practice and the histories of theatre.   
The conference will appeal to a broad range of people involved in the 
performing arts, both … within and outside the tertiary education sector [although 
as I indicated in my abstract, interest from outside the tertiary sector turned out to 
be modest at best]. 
In our Call For Papers, we included a rationale for the conference, which stated: 
Many artsworkers shift fairly easily between the worlds of professional theatre 
and tertiary theatre studies.  However, the relationship between 'The Academy' 
and the performing arts 'Industry' is often tense, conditioned by an apparent 
contest between 'Theory' and 'Practice' … Despite various attempts at 
rapprochement … the perception remains in some quarters that the language 
and aims of academic analysis … are different enough from those current 
amongst professional theatre workers as to create a type of intercultural 
communication gap. 
 
At the same time, both the Academy and the Industry are subject to the growing 
impact of economic imperatives, including demands for increased productivity 
and accountability.  Theatre academics are asked to generate income from 
consultancies, external training programs and industry partnerships, while 
professional theatre workers are under pressure to find incomes from sources 
other than direct government funding - sources including the tertiary sector. 
 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS is about connections rather than faultlines.  It is 
intended to illuminate different modes of performance practice, and different 
artistic orientations, with a view to strengthening understandings and 
relationships.  It is designed to appeal to a broad range of people involved in the 
performing arts, both from within and outside the tertiary education sector. 
 
 
We were lucky enough to have Keynote Addresses from four distinguished 
theatre professionals: theatre director Wesley Enoch; Prof Josette Feral 
(from Montréal – at that time Josette was President of the Federation of 
International Theatre Research); Keith Johnstone (inventor of Theatresports, 
and Professor Emeritus at the University of Calgary); and Australia's best-known 
playwright, David Williamson.  ‘These speakers’ according to our 
conference blurb ‘represent between them a fascinating diversity of views 
on the links between theatre scholarship and professional theatre practice’. 
One day of the conference (Wednesday, 7 July 1999) was specially designated a 
'Links with Industry' day.  This included the official launch of ADSAIL, which was 
ADSA’s Industry Links initiative. 
ADSAIL was intended to develop links between practitioners and theorists, 
whereby members of ADSA would provide a range of services to industry. These 
services included New Audience Development; Production Research and 
Dramaturgical Services; Information Infrastructure (including an early version of 
the AusStage database); and Conferences, Symposia, and Publications. 
Unfortunately, ADSAIL turned out to be a worthy but short-lived initiative. It 
simply didn’t strike a chord with Industry at all. In fact, when I was preparing this 
paper, I contacted a number of ADSA people to ask for their input into this topic, 
several of whom commented on the ADSAIL adventure: 
Helena Grehan wrote:  
I was involved at one stage in promoting adsa to industry … Despite serious 
attempts by me to mail out brochures and contact people there was absolutely no 
interest from industry. Isnt there a problem (a bigger problem than something to 
do with ADSA) in terms of how academia speaks to industry (and vice versa)? 
Aren’t there ethical questions about the relationships between govt institutions 
competing with private enterprise ….  I wonder why it is so difficult to create links 
with industry - is it something to do with who we are, or who we see ourselves as, 
or how we are perceived? Perhaps we don’t have enough brand status or the 
fact that we don’t seem to have a tangible product. 
 And Meredith Rogers, our esteemed Treasurer wrote: 
*I was the Melbourne rep. for the Adsail project which was an attempt to reach 
out to artists from ADSA. Maybe I didn’t try hard enough but nobody in the 
Melbourne theatre community felt the need to contact the association. I don’t 
know why - I think it was too abstract an idea. When you’re working on a project 
you go looking for the information you need that will probably turn out to come 
from academic sources but perhaps that isn’t always obvious to the artists 
looking for the information. 
I know that Joanne Tompkins and I in Qld in had very similar experiences with 
ADSAIL. 
Of course, the reasons why this initiative met such a deafening silence are wide-
ranging and complex, and I’ll come back to these shortly. In some ways, though, 
I guess that silence reflects a kind of inter-tribal tension that exists to some extent 
between the Academy and the theatre profession. When I contacted playwright 
David Williamson to confirm details of the keynote address he had already 
agreed to give, I received the following letter: 
WILLIAMSON LETTER (declining invite) 
I wrote to David again, asking him please to reconsider, which to his lasting 
credit he did. Instead of giving a formal Keynote speech, he did a 
“Structured Interview” with Mark Radvan - the transcript of this is included 
in the Conference Proceedings. 
Also included in those proceedings is the full text of Wesley Enoch’s 
Keynote Address. It’s an impassioned, deeply considered, highly 
provocative speech, and I wish I had more time to discuss it here. For the 
purposes of my paper today, though, I’ll just quote a few highlights. Wesley 
says: 
I really just want to be honest about the very strong resistance in ‘the industry’ 
to acknowledging any role of academics.  The industry looks very jealously at 
the resources of universities, and at what lecturers get paid, and are quite 
resentful at the sense of churning out graduates and trying to fill an industry or 
a marketplace or even saturate it.  And there are lots of insecurities brought on 
by … a sense of the scrutiny of the academic critic, and watching academics 
building careers out of their discussion of our work in a language unknown to 
us.  And to top it all off, it seems like academics and the educational pursuits 
of universities somehow have more legitimacy in the eyes of the government, 
the private sector and the public at large. 
 
In an industry squeezed from all sides, the mere notion of academics being 
part of the industry is, frankly, repugnant.  What do ‘they’ do to help us do our 
jobs better?  What is the practical use of having them?  What is their 
contribution?  And why is it that there is more a sense of competition than co-
operation these days, a sense that they are not moving in step with the 
industry, but attempting to develop their own.  What are their contributions to 
the funding debates nowadays? What are their credentials and skills? What is 
their practice, which places them in such responsible positions, and how 
current are they? Should the academy be answerable to an industry?  
 
When they do pursue artistic aims, how come they stay within the safety of the 
university structure, and how come they never have to open up to the intense 
public scrutiny and the kind of responsibility that artists often have to?  And if 
they were to do this, would they be accused of taking our jobs anyway?  A lot 
of questions – and a lot of them are based on a lot of insecurities, and a 
reluctance to enter into a discussion or debate, and a form of xenophobia; and 
one of them is a form of something I was reading about, which asked ‘Is there 
a cultural difference between the academy and the industry?’, and I think there 
is.   
 
I believe that there should be less formal connection between industry and 
academia, rather than more, which I think is rather a heresy in this kind of 
group – at least I hope it is…. 
 
I’ll just interrupt Wesley there for a moment, and mention that this idea of a 
more separate relationship between industry and academy - rather than a 
closer one – is something I’ll to come back to later. For now, though, I’ll give 
you Wesley’s rather neat way of making this same point about productive 
tension and the maintenance of cultural difference. Early in his paper, he says: 
Sunday nights were spent in the backyard of our suburban house around a fire 
with country music blaring away.  There was singing, dancing, storytelling, burnt 
meat and the odd argument, and I can’t remember if we did this just to piss off 
the neighbours or whether Dad thought it was something important for us to do.  
But either way the effect was the same, because the neighbours would sit there, 
behind the safety of the flywire doors, and look out at us, and I always thought 
they were pointing this quizzical finger and saying ‘what are they doing over 
there?’ as they ate their baked beans on toast for Sunday dinner. 
Much later in the paper Wesley comes back to this image of the flywire door: 
My essential idea is that the academy and the industry have, over the last 10 
years, been trying to form a partnership which is symbiotic, enmeshed within 
each other.  I think that the structures of both deny the diversity of the ways in 
which we would like to work.  In the future, our relationship should be separate, 
but always standing behind the flywire screen door pointing the quizzical finger, 
because it creates an objective eye and an outside pressure which I think artists, 
and I hope academics, work well with.  As an artist, I would much rather feel that 
there is an oppositional force at work, pushing me along and working on me, 
rather than something that is within and somehow congratulating me all the time. 
So that is one particular take on this question of Industrial Relations. Another 
point of view – but this time informed by a much broader-ranging historical and 
theoretical set of perspectives – came in Josette Feral’s Keynote. The transcript 
of this is also in the Conference proceedings, and it really gets to the core of 
what I wanted to do today, so I’ll spend a couple of minutes summarising what 
she says: 
 
Josette’s first point is that the twentieth century gradually lost the symbiosis 
between the theoretical investigation of theatre and [its] practice through a 
series of ruptures and drifts which … crystallized an increasingly widening gap 
between both poles. 
 
As far as theoretical knowledge on theatre is concerned, the first rupture 
seems to coincide with the moment at which artistic practice loses its direct 
connection to its audience, namely, towards the end of the nineteenth century. 
 
A few years later, the first writings conveying a specifically theoretical 
concern appear within the field of theatre studies. Such concern is no longer 
linked to theatrical practice as such, but to its analysis as a phenomenon, 
which is to be grasped, seized and interpreted. The perspective and focus 
have shifted from "the artist who creates" to the spectator who perceives and 
analyzes. Josette goes on to list a series of such writings, which she 
characterises as ‘the various stages of a journey which is going to lead 
researchers further and further from the concerns directly connected to 
practice in and of itself.’ 
 
In fact, she says, the image which surfaces from all these texts is that of a 
researcher who identifies first and foremost with criticism, becoming gradually 
less and less concerned with the creative process to finally concentrate solely 
on the work of art as a finished product. Theatre has become the object of a 
critical discourse cut off from artistic practice and focused on the spectator's 
eye. 
 
The second half of the twentieth century (and more specifically the seventies 
and eighties) is probably the point at which this rupture reaches its climax. 
Josette talks about ‘theory's newly prevailing position at the turn of the 
nineteen sixties, which is … derived from literary research influenced … by 
semiology on the one hand, and the writings of Derrida, Kristeva and Lacan 
on the other…. They impose a degree of theorization which contributes to 
isolating the theatrical phenomenon as such and cutting it off more drastically 
than ever from professional artistic practice. 
  
She goes on to argue that ‘most theatre departments … in Europe and 
North America were created … within the last twenty years or so, and are 
sometimes only the by-products of old traditional literature departments …. 
The emergence of theatrical practice within the university system, the 
founding of departments which would train young artists who may then 
become professionals - a phenomenon much more common in North America 
than in Europe - is a recent development: 
 
Indeed, she says, we have to admit that despite the efforts and, 
notwithstanding the proliferation of practices and theoretical 
discourses, there remains a tension between practitioners (which is to 
say professional theatre artists) and theorists (those who represent 
tertiary drama studies) 
 
Theoretical discourse, whatever its nature, remains for most practitioners a 
suspicious exercise from the start, having little impact upon practice; 
moreover, ‘Talent’ - bolstered by sound technical training - still remains one of 
the dominant values of the professional theatre world…. [which still] tends to 
disregard theory. 
 
SO - what conclusions, Josette asks, can we draw from this somewhat dark 
outlook? We may want to ask ourselves whether there is any possibility of 
bridging the gap between drama studies and the profession, whether these 
two domains dealing with different aspects of theatre could not meet, enter 
into a dialogue and enrich each other. 
 
The most immediate conclusion, she argues, is that it is absolutely urgent that 
we succeed in this enterprise, lest the gap widen even more, leading artists to 
further confirm their belief that theoretical studies are of no use to them, since 
they do not tackle the real problems pertaining to their art. 
 
One of the solutions to this dilemma might entail defining fields of research 
within which practitioners and theoreticians could collaborate in order to 
develop new knowledge and, more importantly, to conduct experiments 
together.  
 
Applying both types of knowledge - that of the artist and that of the researcher, 
which are different in nature - should lead to a complementary rather than 
antagonistic relationship and enrich both theory and practice. The 
theoreticians would contribute their analytical knowledge - concepts, 
methodologies, historical perspectives - while the artists would contribute their 
more pragmatic type of knowledge of the stage and of dramatic texts. 
 
And she concludes by detailing a number of specific examples which 
demonstrate that - in her words - a ‘more balanced relationship between 
theoretical relationship and practice is not mere wishful thinking or the result of 
purely academic speculation, but a very tangible and productive reality.’ 
 
So that was Josette’s take on all this. Similarly, when I wrote to about 20 
ADSA members asking them to outline what sorts of interactions occur 
between theatre scholars and the professional 'industry' of theatre / drama / 
performance practitioners, I received a number of detailed responses. 
 
It was actually a fascinating exercise. First of all, I was pleasantly surprised 
and a bit embarrassed by the variety and depth of responses I received. 
Although I asked each person to send me a couple of lines only, I also said 
that more than that would be welcome if they felt like it. And this of course is 
what I got – anything from a good long paragraph, to a page, to – in one case 
– 4 pages of deeply considered argument. 
 
Various respondents talked about the productive links they had personal 
experience of between industry and academy. I knew there would be a lot of 
these connections to report on, but it was great nonetheless to see some of 
this stuff written down. 
 
  
Glenn D’Cruz, for instance, talks about his involvement with  
Melbourne Workers Theatre over the last five years. He was 
Chair of the board until this year, and is currently serving on the company's Artistic 
advisory committee. He helps with grant applications, provides dramaturgical 
advice, assesses scripts, and generally has a productive relationship with the 
Company. He’s published articles on MWT productions with the full co-operation of 
the company, and is editing an anthology to celebrate MWT’s 20th 
anniversary next year. This is called A Class Act: Melbourne Workers Theatre 
1987-2007. 
 
Mike Foster at Griffith on the Gold Coast talks about his Department’s links with 
Legs on the Wall, which have led to student work placements with Bell 
Shakespeare; Mike has a strong connection with Zeal Theatre, and he actually 
uses the Zeal company structure as model for a lot of his theatre making and 
project work. There’s a direct involvement with Neil Cameron Productions which 
led to the creation of the Woodford Theatre Company which is run by all ex 
students of Mike’s. There’s also a strong relationship with Jupiter's Casino show 
room which has led to full time positions – these kind of links keep Mike’s mob 
abreast of the current commercial theatre field; etc etc 
 
In addition to these kinds of reports, though, a number of people wrote to me 
engaging at some level with the problematics inherent in my topic -  
 
This is a subject, for example, that Meredith Rogers has wrestled with since she 
started work at La Trobe in 92. Meredith talks about the limits of theory, and how 
the academic’s job is to know and the artist’s is not to - sort of. How ‘the theory of 
the rehearsal room or studio is a different kind of theory that was generally 
undervalued or ignored by academics … that there is for many … people who 
are artists and academics a more or less complete disconnect between the way 
they think in the rehearsal room and the way they think as academics. 
 
Meredith has been trying for years to ‘find ways to write about [her] own work in 
the terms of the academy while retaining the truth of the rehearsal room or 
theatre without much success. The strategic complexities of the rehearsal room 
always seem to boil down to such simple and obvious things - such inevitabilities 
after the fact. 
Meredith also makes the important point that ‘now there are probably more 
members of ADSA who are artists AND scholars than there may have been in 
the past, and that is presumably a product of the growth of academic programs of 
study. This picks up – of course - on one of the things Wesley is critical of in his 
paper – that sense of industry people being in unfair competition with academics 
who have a range of institutional advantages in terms of production support and 
protection against the cut and thrust of the real world. 
 
‘My professional friends’ says Meredith ‘attempting to survive in the diminishing 
world of scarce resources and pitiful funding as freelance artists are envious of 
the financial security of my academic job and ironically they are not always any 
more free to get up theatre or performance projects than I am … Freedom of time 
is no substitute for finance. 
Finally, however, Meredith is aware that her own professional work has been 
‘incredibly enriched by the theatre history she has learned through teaching it, 
especially in those unfortunately rare moments when you come across some 
visceral and particular evidence of the contingent decisions of past practitioners.’ 
I also received a very useful and illuminating response.from Joh Hartog, who was 
our AusStage champion of some 14 years. 
According to Joh, the idea to somehow assess the output of ‘Industry’ was 
originally Jules Holledge’s. This was around 1992, and it resulted in the 
creation of an electronic database to assess the output of the Adelaide 
Festival Centre. Joh says: 
 
The idea was not to create a reductionist assessment - as if you could score the 
output - but to arrive at the ability to assess the output from a variety of 
contextual aspects, such as cultural and philosophical, and then compare that to 
audience attendance and the general economic parameters used to assess 
'success'. This was only moderately successful, mainly because of the reluctance 
of the AFC to assist. I sheet that home to a sense of threat: that we were 
somehow going to discover that they did not do their job properly. I think that is 
one of the fundamental problems in the relationship between the industry and 
academia: lack of trust. There are some good and bad reasons for this, I 
suppose. 
 
In the end (1999) that database transformed into AusStage, which is a national 
project. While to a considerable degree this was as a consequence of ADSA 
recognising that they had a stake in greater, statistical research - something that 
has never really been attempted in our field - it never was an ADSA project, 
though if I remember correctly, it was first discussed in an ADSA exec. meeting. 
Then some members of ADSA came together and set it up. So it ran in 
association with ADSA, I think it would be fair to say. The emphasis changed 
away from a deep analysis of what was offered to the public, and moved towards 
logging these events with a much slighter way of defining or describing them. 
Hence it will allow a greater overview of what is going on in the country, with a far 
lower threat of 'finding how the industry does it all wrong'. Hence the Industry is 
much more interested, particularly the amateur companies, because it validates 
their efforts and their existence. Professional companies are also interested, but 
usually lack the manpower to enter the details. Still, there is a real congress 
between industry and academia here. The push seems to have come from 
academia, though, with the early enthusiasm from the industry waning quite 
rapidly - with some notable exceptions. One in particular springs to mind: the 
Barr Smith library at the uni of Adelaide. 
So here, Joh provides a critical history of the AusStage project, which is of 
course one of the flagship collaborations between industry and academy.  
 
And in another really useful response, Jonathan Bollen also talks about 
AusStage in this connection: 
In the 8 months I've been at Flinders I've worked with Jules on   
developing three industry-academy research collaborations – [one of which] is 
AusStage. I guess one thing that's in place now that wasn't there in 1999 is 
the ARC Linkage program. 
I've found there's awareness amongst industry partners that there are   
research $$ up for grabs and there's a keenness for collaboration   
which seems new. So what we're doing in these projects is building up   
a partnership and a record of working together as a basis for   
submitting Linkage applications in the future.  
 
AusStage Phase 3, if it gets off the ground, will be somewhat more   
industry-engaged with the involvement of new partners WAAPA and VCA   
and more practitioner-academics like Kim Durban at Ballarat and Tim   
Maddock at Wollongong, and with the plan for rolling out sustainable   
prospective data entry.  
Jonathan has also been convening this ADSA History Project, and reviewing 
sets of abstracts from past conferences. In looking at the Industrial Relations 
abstracts, he was struck by: 
 
Something obvious …in working through the abstracts [and that is] how   
integral the performance as research paradigm was for thinking   
through the relations between academy and industry at the conference. 
 
Jonathan mentions Rod Wissler & Peter Copeman's abstract for 'an   
industrially responsive, academically rigorous performance-as-research 
paradigm', which he says ‘feels like a more industry-focused perspective on 
performance as  research than Alison Richard's discussion paper, which was 
one of my entry points into that debate [mine too]: 
 
Alison was animated more by an interest in innovative research 
methodologies - how to reinvigorate academic research practices through the 
incorporation of performance processes and knowledges. Reading Alison's 
paper it's an epistemological revolution; with the Wissler & Copeman abstract 
it's about industrial relations. 
 
Finally, as several respondents did, Jonathan responds to one of my 
questions by interrogating one of the assumptions on which it rested: 
 
‘I wonder’ he says ‘whether the ADSA conference would ever be a   
forum for productive interactions between industry and academy? We   
might hear about interactions and collaborations happening elsewhere,   
but how to make them happen at the conference itself? Perhaps it's  
more that ADSA has seen increasing participation from practitioner- postgrads 
and practitioner-academics - those who have already made  
the move onto academy turf? I do reckon there's a trend that our  
research practices (if not yet our conferencing and publishing) are  
becoming increasingly exposed to interactions with an industrial  
'outside'. Tracking such a trend is something we could try when we  
analyse the abstracts from conferences over the years... 
 
Another very useful response came from Ed Scheer, who also – albeit 
obliquely – picks up on and reinforces Wesley’s point about seeking out and 
maintaining the fundamental differentness of industry and academy: 
 
As chairman of the performance space in Sydney I am acutely aware of how 
hybrid arts in the cultural sector, and the curricula of the academy, are often 
not speaking to the same objects and experiences. But this knowledge of 
dislocation is itself a function of our connectedness... as well as our separate 
institutional histories, aims and objectives. 
 
Ed also interrogates one of the assumptions implicit in one of my original 
questions, by asking: 
What is 'the industry' for a more broadly conceived performance studies, since 
any symbolic behaviour can fit this category? As an infamous colleague of 
mine once said, if you want to invite a performance studies practitioner to a 
conference - go call a prostitute. 
 
Finally, for Alison Richards, I seemed to be: 
 
‘ … thinking about two different but related issues. 
 
One, specifically – where does ADSA as an academic association sit within the 
ecology bounded by the ‘arts and entertainment industry’, on one horizon, and 
the academy on another?  
 
And the other, generally -  what is happening in what we grandly call ‘the 
industry’ in Australia? 
 
Alison wrote a very detailed, thoughtful and generous reply. She asserts that ‘by 
any standards, ‘the industry’ as it currently stands in Australia must be 
recognised as an agglomeration of spheres of practice operating in a far from 
purely market-driven economy. The influence of government policy and subsidy 
on patronage from arts and other sources, the increasingly politicised relations 
between government and the private sector, the wholesale reliance by just about 
every sector of cultural production on external support of some kind, are all facts 
that should alert any scholar of culture worth their salt to the potential and actual 
torque exerted by what Bourdieu calls ‘the field of power’ on arts and cultural 
activity. 
 
 In relation to the first question (what is ADSA?): she raises a number of sub-
questions, regarding where ADSA sits with regard to ‘systems of cultural 
production and reproduction, influence, relevance and so on’ In relation to the 2nd 
question (what is the industry) she asks: ‘What are its constituent elements, how 
are its structures and products produced and orientations reproduced? What are 
its market, sociological and economic characteristics? 
 
From memory I started work in April of that year and by May had identified the 
Catch 22 lurking in the grass of academe i.e. I may have got the job on the 
strength of my professional experience but once ‘inside’ I was lowlife and would 
stay that way unless I earned points that counted in the academic value 
hierarchy. 
 
The mid to late ‘80s, looking back on it, were probably the last days of a specific 
configuration of industry-academy relations, one marked by an alliance between 
producers of the text-based art theatre then dominant in the flagship subsidised 
theatres and the ‘old style’ coalition of theatre historians and literary/drama 
scholars with whom they coexisted as separate but equal colleagues. They were 
above all Australianists, veterans who had mutually engineered the cultural 
triumph of introducing a national dramatic repertoire into the Eurocentric canon 
 
The mid to late ‘80s, looking back on it, were probably the last days of a specific 
configuration of industry-academy relations, one marked by an alliance between 
producers of the text-based art theatre then dominant in the flagship subsidised 
theatres and the ‘old style’ coalition of theatre historians and literary/drama 
scholars with whom they coexisted as separate but equal colleagues. They were 
above all Australianists, veterans who had mutually engineered the cultural 
triumph of introducing a national dramatic repertoire into the Eurocentric canon 
 
I am wary of simple answers to the question of how relations between academy 
and industry should be configured. I think it is vital to recognise both as contested 
constructs. 
 
That clearly things since then have changed and are still changing. This is very 
much a time of flux. As someone who now has one foot in industry and one in 
academe, I have encountered blocks, misunderstanding and prejudice in both 
camps and it is certainly the case that perceived divides and defended positions 
persist, even in the face of their reconfiguration 
 
On the other hand we are well advised to continue to think strategically about our 
initiatives and collaborations – including how these act to affect the configuration 
of industry & academic production 
 
e) I’ve spent the past two years taking my hard-won academic skills back into 
‘industry’ as a freelance researcher and consultant and what I find is practitioners 
– especially community-based practitioners and new technology users - saying 
‘we need more critique, more research, more debate, more intellectual rigour’!! 
History shows us that alliances have been effective at particular times and for 
specific reasons. I think the real question is not which bit of the current industry 
should we get into bed with, but what key future developments can we identify, 
and help produce? 
 
All efforts to construct the arts and cultural ‘industry’ solely in economic or other 
quantitative terms have so far failed. 
As scholars of culture it is our skill to mould shapes in fog and sand. It is our 
calling to interrogate ultimately undecidable questions of value. It is also our 
peculiar duty to aspire to the condition of science. This is an exquisite paradox 
and a creative challenge. 
 
We should glory in it, defend our right to pursue it and have the courage to lead 
and find allies on our own terms. If we don’t, who will? 
 
Down with bullshit! Up with better bullshit! Long live ADSA! 
 
 
******* 
 
 
